[An analysis of the cardiovascular responses under hyper- and hypo-gravity environments using a mathematical model].
Gravity affects cardiovascular control system remarkably. Internal control mechanism responsible for such cardiovascular changes under hypo- and hyper-gravity have not yet been fully understood, although many biological and physiological measurements as to cardiovascular system have been conducted since man's first exploration to space. One reason for this arises from the difficulty in continuous and simultaneous measurements of hemodynamics of many parts of the body. To overcome this difficulty, a mathematical model was constructed based on animal and human physiological evidence in our previous study. In the present study, the model is used for explaining hemodynamics during hyper- and hypo-gravity environments obtained during parabolic flight. The parabolic flight experiment was conducted by a small rear-jet MU300. Three university male students volunteered as subjects. Five to eleven parabolic flights per day were performed for 6 days. The subjects sat on a chair either in an upright position or a 45 degree reclining position. Electrocardiogram and finger blood pressure were measured continuously during the flights. Variable parameters of the model were adjusted so that heart rate and blood pressure of the model fit to those of the experiment. It was shown that the model can quantitatively reproduce and predict experimental heart rate and blood pressure during a parabolic flight. Analysis of internal property of the model revealed hemodynamics of the human cardiovascular system during a parabolic flight which explains the mechanisms of cardiovascular responses under hyper- and hypo-gravitational environments.